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Abstract. Our main interest is the existence of maximal compact normal sub-

groups of locally compact topological groups and its relation to compactly gen-

erated subgroups. If a topological group G has a compact normal subgroup K

such that G/K is a Lie group and every closed subgroup of G is compactly

generated, we call G an ^(c)-group. If G has a maximal compact normal

subgroup K such that G/K is a Lie group, we call G an ^-group. If G is

an ^(c)-group, then G is a hereditary ^-group in the sense that every closed

subgroup is an ^-group. If H is a closed normal subgroup of G and both

H, G/H are ¿f (c)-groups, then G is an ^(c)-group. A corollary of this is

that a compactly generated solvable group whose characteristic open subgroups

are compactly generated is an ^-group. If G has a compactly generated closed

normal subgroup F such that both F/F0 G/F are ^"-groups, then G is an

^"-group.

Introduction

In recent years there has been considerable interest in the existence of maxi-

mal compact, as well as compact normal, subgroups of locally compact topolog-

ical groups. Compactly generated groups play a very special role in the existence

of such subgroups. From results of G. Hochschild, D. Montgomery, L. Zippin,

and G. D. Mostow [9, 10, 11] we have the important basic result that, if G/G0

is compact, then G has a maximal compact normal subgroup with Lie factor,

i.e., G/K is a Lie group (See Lemma 1 [2]). S. Grosser and M. Moskowtiz,

3.20 [7], proved that a compactly generated FC-group has a maximal compact

normal subgroup with Lie factor.

In [3] we called G an ^-group if G has a maximal compact normal sub-

group with Lie factor. Here we continue the study begun in that paper. If every

closed subgroup of a topological group G is compactly generated and G has

some compact normal subgroup with Lie factor, we call G an ^(c)-group. We

first prove that an J"(c)-group is a heretidary J^-group in the sense that every

closed subgroup is an ¿^-group, Lemma 1. We use this and other lemmas to

prove that G is an ^(c)-group if G has a closed normal subgroup H such
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that H and G/H are <^(c)-groups, Theorem 1. One of the corollaries of this

theorem is that a compactly generated solvable group whose characteristic open

subgroups are compactly generated is an ^-group.

In general a factor group of an ^-group is not an ^-group; and there are

groups G which are not ^-groups even though G/H and H are, where H

is a closed normal subgroup of G, Example 3. We obtain results related to

these situations. If G has a compactly generated closed normal subgroup F

such that G/F and F/F0 are ^-groups, then G is an ^-group, Theorem

2. If in Theorem 2 the condition that F/FQ is an ¿^-group is relaxed to that

of F being an ^-group, then the same conclusion holds if F is a C^-group

and B(F) is compactly generated. By B(G) and P(G) we denote the set of

bounded elements and the set of periodic elements of G respectively. Thus

B(G) is the set of elements of G with relatively compact conjugacy classes and

P(G) consists of those elements which are contained in compact subgroups. For

extensive work regarding these sets see [14, 17]. It is easy to see that B(G) is

a characteristic subgroup but not necessarily closed. In Example 2, [5] B(G) is

not closed but is dense in G. If G is an X-group, then B(G) and P(G)nB(G)

are closed subgroups, Proposition 1.5 [3].

Definition. A locally compact topological group G is an ß^-group if G has

a maximal compact normal subgroup K with Lie factor, i.e. G/K is a Lie

group. The group G is an ßt(c)-group if G has a compact normal subgroup

with Lie factor and every closed subgroup of G is compactly generated. G is

an ßF(d)-group if G has a compact normal subgroup with Lie factor and every

subgroup of an arbitrary discrete factor of G is finitely generated. A discrete

factor of G is a group G/G', where G' is an open normal subgroup of G.

It is easy to see that a locally compact group G is an ^(úf)-group if and only

if G has a compact normal subgroup K such that G/K is a Lie group and

every subgroup of G/KG0 is finitely generated. (Note that KG0 is an open

normal subgroup of G by Theoren 1.3 [4].)

A closed subgroup of an ^"-group is not necessarily an ^-group, Example

1. However, it is obvious that every closed subgroup of an ^(c)-group is an

^(c)-group.

Lemma 1. If G is an ß^(c)-group {%*'(d)-group), then G is a hereditary %A-

group {an J*'-group}.

Proof. The first reading follows from the second and the fact that the property

of being an <%" (c)-group is hereditary. To prove the second reading let G' be

an open normal subgroup of G such that G'/G0 is compact [1]. If G/G1

has a maximal finite normal subgroup F/G', then F/G0 is compact and the

maximal compact normal subgroup K of F guaranteed by Lemma 1, [2] is

maximal compact normal in G with Lie factor, as desired. Thus, it is sufficient

to prove that G/G' has a maximal finite normal subgroup. From this point we

can assume G is a discrete group each of whose normal subgroups is finitely

generated.   Now we apply Zorn's lemma to the collections of finite normal
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subgroups of G. Let {F¡} be an ordered by inclusion increasing chain of finite

normal subgroups of G. Let F = {JF¡. Since F is finitely generated, it follows

that F is the maximal element of {F¡} and by Zorn's lemma G has a maximal

finite normal subgroup. This completes the proof.

Lemma 2. // G has a discrete finitely generated normal subgroup H whose

center is also finitely generated, G/H is compact and H has a maximal finite

normal subgroup, then G is an %?'-group.

Proof. We assume the maximal finite normal subgroup of H is trivial. Let

F = ZG(H). Then F is open since H is discrete and finitely generated. It

follows that F/F n H = FH/H is compact. Now F is compactly generated

since FnH is in the center of H and, by hypothesis, finitely generated. Thus

F is an ^-group by 4.5 [6]. Consequently G is an ßf-group.

Lemma 3. If G has a closed normal subgroup H which is an ßf(d)-group and

G/H is compact, then G is an ßf(d)-group.

Proof. Let Hl be the maximal compact normal subgroup of H with Lie factor

provided by Lemma 1. Then G is an ^-group if G/Hx is. Also G/Hx

and /////, satisfy the hypothesis on G and H of the lemma. Thus, we can

assume that H is a Lie group with no nontrivial compact normal subgroup.

Every subgroup of H/HQ is finitely generated by hypothesis. Now G/HQ and

H/Hq satisfy the hypothesis of Lemma 2. Thus, G' = G/HQ is an X-group.

Let K' be the maximal compact normal subgroup of G'. Let N = n~x(K')

where n: G —> G' is the canonical homomorphism. Then N, being almost

connected, has a maximal compact normal subgroup K such that N/K is a

Lie group. It follows that K is maximal compact normal in G. Since N/K

and G/N = G' /K1 are Lie, it follows that G/K is a Lie group.

To prove that every subgroup of a discrete factor of G is finitely generated

we let P be an open normal subgroup of G and let F/P be a subgroup of

G/P. We have the following: F H/HP S (FH/P)/(HP/P) = (F/P)(HP/P)/

(HP/P) = (F/P)/(F/P) n {HPIP) = (F/P)/((F n HP)/P). Thus (F/P)/
((Fr\HP)/P) is finite since FH/HP is. Also, F n HP/P is finitely generated

since it is a subgroup of HP/P = H/H n P, a discrete factor of the ßf(d)-

group H. It follows that F/P is finitely generated, and the proof is complete.

Lemma 4. A locally compact group G is an %f(c)-group if and only if G is an

ßF(d)-group and every closed subgroup of G0 is compactly generated.

Proof. The "only if part is obvious. On the other hand suppose G is an ßf(d)-

group. By Lemma 1 and the fact that G is an ^(c)-group if G/K is, where

K is compact normal in G, we can assume that G is a Lie group. Now we

let F be any closed subgroup of G. Then FG0/G0 = F/F n G0 is finitely

generated being a subgroup of the discrete factor G/G0 . By hypothesis F n G0

is compactly generated; so F is compactly generated as desired.

Lemma 5. If G has a closed normal subgroup H such that G/H and H are

%?'(d)-groups {ß?'(c)-groups}, then G is an s?(d)-group {%f (c)-group}.
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Proof. For the first reading we use Lemma 1 to obtain a maximal compact nor-

mal subgroup M/H of G/H such that (G/H)/(M/H) = G/M is a Lie group.

By Lemmas 3 and 1, we have a maximal compact normal subgroup K of M

such that M/K is Lie. Thus K is normal in G and G/K is Lie. Now let P be

an open normal subgroup of G and let F/P be a subgroup of the discrete fac-

tor G/P. We have FH/HP S (FH/P)/(HP/P) = (F/P)(HP/P)/(HP/P) S
(F/P)/(F/P) n (HP/P) = (F/P)/((FDHP)/P). The last group is finitely gen-
erated since it is isomorphic to FH/HP = (FH/H)/(HP/H), a subgroup of

the discrete factor (G/H)/(HP/H). It follows that F/P is finitely generated

since (FC\HP)/P is a subgroup of HP/P S H/H DP, a discrete factor of //.

This completes the proof of the first reading.

From the proof above and Lemma 4, to prove the second reading of the

lemma, it is sufficient to prove that every closed subgroup of GQ is compactly

generated; and without loss of generality we can assume G is a connected Lie

group. By Theorem 2.8 [4] it is sufficient to prove that G has no noncompact

simple factor.

Suppose G contains a noncompact simple factor S, an analytic subgroup.

Then H n S is discrete. Thus, since J2?(S) = Sf(S/H n S) we can assume

that SnH = e. For G/H n S and H/H n S satisfy the hypothesis on G

and H ; and G/H n S has the noncompact simple factor S/H n S. Now

S = HS / H, algebraically. Thus S — HS ¡H identifying S as a subgroup of

G/H. From Proposition 1.4 [16] we have S — ZS c G/H where Z is in the

center of S. Thus AdS = AdS, II, 5.2, page 119 [8]. As in the proof of 2.8
[4] A d(S) contains a closed subgroup N which is not compactly generated.

Thus Ad~x(N) c 5. This contradicts the fact that every closed subgroup of

G/H is compactly generated.

Theorem 1. If the locally compact group G contains a sequence of closed normal

subgroups G = G, D G2 D • ■ • D Gn = e such that GAG¡+X, i = 1, ... ,n - 1,

is an ßf(d)-group {ßf (c)-group) then G is an ßf(d)-group {ßf (c)-group}.

Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Lemma 5.

Corollary 1. If a locally compact compactly generated solvable group G has com-

pactly generated derived subgroups, then G is an ßf(c)-group.

Proof. Each of the factor groups from the derived series is compactly generated

Abelian.

Corollary 2. If a locally compact solvable group G contains a sequence of closed

normal subgroup G = Gx D G2 D ■ ■ ■ D Gn = e, and every closed subgroup of

GJGi+x is compactly generated, then G is an ßff (c)-group.

Proof. If n = 2 , then every closed subgroup of G is compactly generated; so G

is an ß?(c)-grouo. The corollary now follows by induction from the fact that,

if G = Gx D G2 D G3 = e and both of G/G2, G2 have every closed subgroup

compactly generated, then G is an ^(c)-group by Corollary 1 and Theorem 1.
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Corollary 3. If G is a compactly generated group, G/G0 is solvable, and every

characteristic open subgroup of G is compactly generated, then G is an ßf-group

and G/G0 is an ßf(c)-group.

Proof. It is sufficient to prove the corollary for totally disconnected groups. For,

if G satisfies the hypothesis so does G/G0 , and, if G/G0 is an ^-group, then

G is an ^-group. Thus, we assume that G is totally disconnected and not an

ßf(c)-group. By Corollary 1 we can choose G' to be the first subgroup in the

derived sequence of G which is not compact generated. It follows from that

corollary that G/G' is an ßf(c)-group. Let N/G' be the maximal compact open

normal subgroup of G/G'. Since N/G1 is characteristic in G/G', it follows

that N is characteristic in G. Thus N is compactly generated by hypothesis; so

G' is compactly generated, a contradiction. (If F is a compact neighborhood

of the identity in N which generates N and N = CG' where C is compact,

then VCnG' generates G'.) The proof is complete.

The following is an example of a locally compact group G which is an ßf-

group but G/G0 is not an X-group. G also has a closed subgroup which is

not an ßf-group.

Example 1. Let G = R2 x D be the semidirect product of the discrete group

D = {e n" : t = m/2" where m and n are integers} and the plane R with D

acting on R   by rotations. The maximal compact normal subgroup of the Lie
2

group G is the identity. Thus G is an ^-group; but G/R = D does not have

a maximal finite subgroup. Thus the closed subgroup D is not an ^-group.

This example is a subgroup of a group frequently cited [12]. It indicates that

rather stringent conditions may be necessary to insure that the factor group of

an J^-group is an ^-group. In this connection we have the following.

Proposition Í. If G is an ßf-group and F is a compactly generated closed

normal subgroup of G such that B(F) = F and F/P(F) is discrete, then G/F

is an ßf-group.

Proof. We can assume that the maximal compact normal subgroup of G is

trivial and that G is a Lie group. By 1.8 [14] F/P(F) is discrete, Abelian,

and torsion free. Then, F/P(F) is finitely generated and P(F) is maximal

compact normal in F, Theorem 5.5 [6]. Since G/P(F) and F/P(F) satisfy

the hypothesis of the proposition and G/F = (G/P(F))/(F/P(F)), we can

assume that P(F) is trivial. Thus, F is a finitely generated Abelian torsion

free group. Let G, be the group generated by the collection of all subgroups

H of G such that H/F is compact; and let p: Gx —» sf(F) be the canonical

map into the automorphism group of F with the usual topology making it a

topological group [16]. Thus Gx/F = B(G/F) n P(G/F). Since F S Zn ,

p(Gx) = Gx/k(p) is finite where k(p) is the kernel of p. Let G2 be any

normal subgroup of G, such that F c G2 c k(p) and G2/F is compact. Thus

G2 is a (Z)-group and consequently has a maximal compact normal subgroup.

Since this compact subgroup is normal in G it must be trivial whence G2/F is
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trivial. Since the collection of all such subgroups G2 geneerates k(p), it follows

that k(p) = F and consequently Gx/F is finite. Thus B(G/F) n P(G/F) is

finite and G/F is an ^"-group by Proposition 1.5 [3] as desired.

The center of a finitely generated group is not necessarily finitely generated,

page 65 [11]. Thus the hypothesis that B(F) is compactly generated in the

proposition above is necessary.

A Lie group with maximal compact subgroups can have closed normal sub-

groups with no maximal compact subgroups [2]. In the following we obtain

some pertinent results.

Lemma 6. Let G be a locally compact group with maximal compact subgroups

any two of which are conjugates, and suppose each compact subgroup of G is

contained in a maximal one. If F is a closed normal Lie subgroup of G, then F

has maximal compact subgroups any two of which are conjugates by an element

of G. The maximal compact subgroups of F are those groups K (IF where K

is maximal compact in G.

Proof. Let A" be a maximal compact subgroup of G. Suppose K n F is not

maximal compact in F . Then there exists a maximal compact subgroup K' of

G suchthat K'nF properly contains KnF. Let g€G suchthat gK'g~ =

K. Now g(K'(~}F)g~x = KnF c K'nF . Since (K'nF)Q is an open connected

subgroup of K' n F , we have g(K' n F)0g~x = (K' n P)0 . Since K' f) F is

compact it is the union of a finite number of cosets of (K1 n F)0 . It follows

that K1 (1 F - g(K~' n F)g~x = K n F which contradicts the assumption that

K n P is not maximal in P . The remaining part of the conclusion is obvious.

Proposition 2. Let G be a locally compact group with maximal compact sub-

groups any two of which are conjugates, and suppose each compact subgroup of

G is contained in a maximal one. If F is a closed normal subgroup of G and

there is a compact subgroup N of F normal in G such that F/N is a Lie

group, then F contains maximal compact subgroups, those groups KnF where

K is maximal compact in G. In addition F is an ßf-group.

Proof. It follows from Lemma 6 that F/N has maximal compact subgroups

of the form (K/N) n (F/N) where K is maximal compact in G. Thus the

maximal compact subgroups K of G lead to the maximal compact subgroups

KnF in P. Now let H be the intersection of all the maximal compact

subgroups of P . Then H is the maximal compact normal subgroup of P and

F/H 3 (F/N)/(H/N) is a Lie group.

Corollary 1. Let G be a locally compact group with closed normal subgroup F.

IfP(G/GQ) is compact (in particular if G/G0 is compact) then F has maximal

compact subgroups, any two of which are conjugate by some element of G, and

F is an ßf-group.

Proof. The corollary follows immediately from Theorem 1 [2] and Proposition 2.
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Lemma 7. Let G be a locally compact group with a closed compactly generated

normal subgroup F. If G/F is an ßf-group and F has a maximal compact

normal subgroup Q such that F/Q is discrete, then G is an ßf-group.

Proof. Since G is an ^-group if and only if G/Q is, we can assume that Q is

trivial and consequently P is discrete and finitely generated. Let cp: G—>-j/(P)

be the canonical map of G into the automorphism group of P. Let P be the

kernel of cp . Since P is discrete and finitely generated, s/(F) is discrete; so

P is an open normal subgroup of G. Now, let Gx/F be the maximal compact

normal subgroup of the ^-group G/F . If G, has a maximal compact normal

subgroup K such that Gx/K is a Lie group, then K is maximal in G and

G/K is a Lie group. Thus, it is sufficient to prove that Gx is an ^-group.

To do this we let M = Gx n P. Then M is an open normal subgroup of Gx

and M/MnF = MF/F is compact. It follows that M is a (Z)-group. Thus

M = B(M), P(M) is a characteristic open subgroup of M, and P(M) n P =

e. The last follows from the fact that P(M) is central in P and P has no

nontrivial compact normal subgroups. Since (MnF)P(M)/MnF is compact

so is P(M) compact. These two groups are isomorphic since P(M) n P = e .

Thus, P(M) is the maximal compact normal subgroup of M and is open in

Gx since P(M) is open in M which in turn is open in Gx . Consequently

GX/P(M) is discrete. Since any compact normal subgroup of G, intersects P

in the identity, P(M) is maximal compact normal in Gx . That completes the

proof.

Lemma 8. If G is a locally compact group with a closed connected normal sub-

group H such that G/H is an ßf-group, then G is an ßf-group.

Proof. If Q/H is the maximal compact normal subgroup of G/H with Lie

factor isomorphic to G/Q, then Q has a maximal compact normal subgroup

K such that Q/K is Lie since Q is almost connected. It follows that K is

maximal compact normal in G and G/K is Lie.

Theorem 2. // G is a locally compact group with a compactly generated normal

subgroup F such that G/F and F/F0 are ßf-groups, then G is an ßf-group.

Proof. It follows from Lemma 7 that G/F0 is an ^"-group and from Lemma

8 that G is an X-group.

The following example shows that, if instead of assuming P is normal and

G/F is an «^"-group, we assume that P is a uniform subgroup, the resulting

counterpart to Theorem 2 does not hold.

Example 2. le ti? be a compact group with no nontrivial normal subgroups,

and let D be a finite group of automorphisms of B . Let

where Bi = B and Di = D and the semidirect product is defined by coordinate-

wise action. Now let G = F x   Z where Z is the integers and the semidirect
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product is defined by shifts. Let H — (LB¡) x Z . The homogeneous space

G/H is compact, and H is an ^-group, but G is not an J^-group.

Another example indicates the need for P to be compactly generated.

Example 3. Let Z. — Z, the integers, and Ki = Z2, the two element group.

Let

with coordinatewise action

oo

n-»-« inZp        H = ^Z(

;=1

with the discrete topology, and K = T\°lx K¡ with the product topology. Both

H and G/H are ^-group, but G is not Lie and the maximal compact normal

subgroup of G is the identity. Thus G is not an «^-group.

Lemma 9. If G has a compact normal subgroup K such that G/K is a Lie

group and F is a closed normal subgroup of G suchthat P(G/F)nB(G/F) is

compactly generated, then G/F is an ßf-group.

Proof. The hypothesis of the lemma is satisfied by G/K and FK/K ; and, if

(G/K)/(FK/K) £ G/FK = (G/F)/(FK/F) is an ¿F-group, so is G/F . Thus,
we can assume that G is a Lie group. Now P(G/F)nB(G/F)~ = H is a closed

characteristic subgroup of G/F, Corollary 1.3 [15]. By Proposition 4 [15], H

is an PC-group and thus has a maximal compact normal subgroup K by 3.16

[7]. It follows that H is the maximal compact normal subgroup of G/F as

desired.

Using the above lemma we have the following immediate consequence of

Theorem 2.

Theorem 3. If G has a closed normal compactly generated subgroup F such that

G/F and F are ßf-groups and P(F/F0) n B(F/FQ) is compactly generated,

then G is an ßf-group.

Proposition 3. Let G be a locally compact group, and let F be a closed com-

pactly generated normal subgroup of G such that

1. F and G/F are ßf-groups.

2. F is a (CA)-group, i.e. the group of inner automorphisms is closed in

the group of all automorphisms of F.

3. B(F) is compactly generated.

Then G is an ßf-group.
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Proof. Let K be the maximal compact normal subgroup of P. Since the

hypotheses on G and P are satisfied by G/K and F/K [16], we can assume

that P is a compactly generated Lie group without nontrivial compact normal

subgroup. Thus sf(F) is a compactly generated Lie group. Since G/F is an

^-group we can choose Gx to be a closed normal subgroup of G containing

P such that Gx/F is compact and G/Gx = (G/F)/(GX/F) is a Lie group. Let

cp: G¡ —► s/(F) be the canonical map, and let M be the kernel of cp . Since P

isa (C^)-group, cp(F) is closed in sf(F). Thus MF = cp~ (cp(F)) is closed in

G, . Since MF/F is compact and P is compactly generated, M is a -compact.

Thus M/MnF = MF/F . Since MnF is central in P , MnF c B(F), hence

compactly generated since B(F) is a compactly generated PC-group. Thus M

is a compactly generated (Z)-group, P(M) is the maximal compact normal

subgroup of M, and M/P(M) is a Lie group. Now G/Gx is Lie and Gx/M

is Lie since it can be embedded in stf(F). Finally, G/P(M) is a Lie group.

The proof is complete when P(M) is shown to be maximal compact normal

in G. To prove that we let Q be a compact normal subgroup of G. Then

QF/F = Q/Q nf isa compact normal subgroup of G/F. Thus QF c G¡ .

Now qfq~x f~x € FnQ = e for q € Q and f € F , since P has no nontrivial

compact normal subgroup. Thus <p(q)(f) = qfq~X = f ■ Thus Q c P(M),

and P(M) is consequently maximal in G.

If a locally compact group G is an J^-group, the maximal compact normal

subgroup is contained in B(G) ; so KnB(G) is trivially dense in K . For totally

disconnected groups this density condition is sufficient to assure that G is an

^-group.

Proposition 4. Let G be a totally disconnected locally compact group with a

torsion free discrete uniform subgroup P. If there is a compact open subgroup

K of G such that KnB(G) is dense in K, then G is an ßf-group.

Proof. Since G/P is compact and P is torsion free, G has maximal compact

open subgroups M, Proposition 1.9 [14]. Thus M contains the closure of the

subgroup generated by {gkg~ : g € G, k € K n B(G)} which contains the
_i ce

closure of the subgroup generated by {gkg    : g € G, k € K} = K   . Thus K

is a compact open normal subgroup of G. The conclusion follows.
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